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Measures of Time:
Exploring Debt,
Imagination, and
Real Nature
By JULIANNE LUTZ WARREN

“Without memory there is no debt,” writes Mar
garet Atwood in her 2008 book !"#$"%&—a series
of lectures that explores debt as an imaginative con
struct. If the construct of debt requires memory, At
wood reasons, “debt [also] involves a plot line,” that
is, a string of actions occurring over time, beginning
with a handshake and heading toward a due date. 1
It is increasingly evident that the human economy is
reversing some of Earth’s longterm trends. Modern
conventional measures of a successful human econ
omy have taken little account of the harmful conse
quences of such reversals. Many storytellers, however,
have tried to incorporate nature’s realities into their
understandings of what it means for a human econo
!"#$%#&'#$()*"#+(%,$-&*'#.%(#$/'#*%012()03#4/-$#!51/$#
we learn, then, from such stories about the give and
take between humans and Earth? Might they be help
ful in reconceiving notions about debt in ways that
-('#!)$)-**"#&'0',65-*#$%#-**#*5.'7
DIVERGENCE

Beginnings—of Earth and of humanity—are a good
+*-6'#$%#8$-($9#$%#&(5':"#$(-6'#;/-$#$)(0#%)$#$%#&'#$/'5(#
diverging stories of progress and measures of time and
of debt.
Earth is a 4.5 billion year old planet. Earth’s life ap
peared about 3.5 billion years ago. Our species Homo
sapiens has been around for only about 200,000 years.
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Nature may seem to humans, looking backward
.(%!#$/'#+%50$#%.#%)(#%;0#'<58$'06'9#$%#!%='#;5$/#50,
nite slowness. Across time—beyond what we can ever
imagine—Earth’s geological foundations formed. With
sunlight streaming down to warm the relatively cool,
watered body of this globe, photosynthesizing life be
gan mysteriously. Since then, Earth’s interdependent
biological diversity, complexity, and fertility have in
creased, helping generate along the way a planetary
atmosphere and climate conditions to which life is
adapted.
Since at least the 1920s, Western ecologists have
conceptualized nature as a multidimensional pyra
mid with layers from foundation to pinnacle connect
'># &"# -# 65(6)5$("# %.# .%%># '0'(1"# :%;83 2# ?0# 85!+*5,'>#
form, on the bottom of the ecological pyramid are wa
ters and soils created from bedrock and teeming un
derground life. Above ground are multitudes of pho
tosynthesizers—the primary producers, making food
from sunlight, water, and soil nutrients—everything
from algae to sequoias. On top of the primary pro
ducers are numerous primary consumers—the her
bivores, like deer or leafhopper insects. On top of the
herbivores are a fewer number of secondary consum
ers—the carnivorous predators like sharks, wolves,
and eagles. (Humans, as interdependent omnivores,
naturally fall somewhere above the herbivores and be
low the top carnivores—alongside bears, raccoons, and
squirrels). Nutrient atoms weathered from bedrock
and captured from air by soil bacteria cycle upwards
$/(%)1/# 8)6/# +"(-!5>89# ;/56/# -('# ,**'># ;5$/# 6%)0$
less such intricately interconnected foodweb relation
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ships, and then are released back down to the soil or
water—via defecation and death—to be taken up again
by other life forms, and so on. The more biologically
diverse a pyramid or, in other terms, an ecosystem is,
the more likely it is for nutrient atoms to be recycled
50>',05$'*"#-0>#('$-50'>#;5$/50#5$#&'.%('#&'501#6-((5'>#
downhill via rain, wind,
and gravity to rivers and
G5>'>#&"#865'0$5,6#
eventually the bottom of
discoveries, mod
the ocean.3 On balance,
the gain of nutrient fer
ern society seeks by
tility taken up by life and
controlling nature
cycling through ecosys
to progress rapidly
tems has tended to be
toward the lure of in
greater than the loss over
long ages. Similarly, over
,05$'#;'-*$/3#4'-*$/#
evolutionary time, more
has been not so
life forms have been cre
much simply a desti
ated by natural selection
than have gone extinct,
nation, though, as an
for a net gain in diversity.
object of worship.
Meanwhile, increasingly
diverse and fertile interconnected pyramids of plants
and animals exchanging carbon dioxide, oxygen, and
other gases link bedrock to atmosphere, fostering a
dynamic global equilibrium over the long term.
Over billions of years, Earth’s nature has generat
ed capacities for its own selfrenewal. “Endless forms
. . . have been and are being, evolved,” in Charles Dar
win’s words. Functioning together, they have been col
lectively promoting what the twentieth century ecolo
gist and conservation thinker Aldo Leopold termed
nature’s integrity, stability, and beauty—or in other
words, its health.4 For those concerned with a broad
range of life’s values, vibrant health is a measure of
ancient nature’s perpetual progress.
?$# 58# >5.,6)*$# $%# 8-"# '<-6$*"# ;/'0# 50# $/'# DEE9EEE#
year history of Homo sapiens our species embarked
on a different trajectory of progress, forwarding the
present worlddominating human economy—the way
multitudes have come to manage feeding, clothing,
sheltering, reproducing, and amusing themselves. The
starting point might be the point at which we Homo sa
piens, $-B501#%)(#,(8$#&('-$/9#('-*5F'>#;'#6%)*>#'<+-0>#
our power on the world from mind to hand to tool. Or
it might be when we began gathering in groups to plow
soil and grow food. It might be when we considered
ourselves “enlightened”—believing nature to be noth
ing more than physical matter for us to manipulate it
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in order to improve our condition. Or perhaps it was
when the “enlightened” brought their ambitions to im
prove the world to bear on a fresh new continent they
named America, which was both a reality and a symbol
of the riches of the good life many people longed for.
Or it might be when our species numbers reached the
one billion mark fewer than two hundred years ago,
and unbridled capitalism combined with industrial
ism and a belief in Earth’s inexhaustibility—physical
and biological laws aside—further accelerated human
population growth, which has required an increasing
stock of resources from across the globe. The prodi
gious powers of technology and industry have helped
the human population to burgeon to over 6.8 billion
today. 5 Whatever time we may take as our starting
point, relative to the Earth’s long history, Homo sapi
ens have developed their present massively complex,
;%(*>2'06%!+-88501#'6%0%!"#50#-0#506('>5&*'#:-8/3
Indeed, the swift pace of the rise and ongoing
1(%;$/#%.#/)!-05$"@8#6)(('0$#1*%&-*#'6%0%!"#>',0'8#
it as much as anything and drives its expanding spatial
scale. To measure its success, modern Western soci
ety—with Americans most recently leading the pack—
has also established a different standard of progress
than the health of the Earth. Our present economy,
writes author and climate change activist Bill McK
ibben in his 2010 book, Eaarth, “is like a racehorse,
:''$# -0># 8/%;"3# ?$# 58# &('># .%(# 8+''>3# 3# 3# 3# A/'# $/%(
oughbred, like our economy, has been optimized for
one thing only: pure burning swiftness. (Also, both
are now mostly owned by sheikhs),” he adds.6 Aided
&"#865'0$5,6#>586%='(5'89#!%>'(0#8%65'$"#8''B8#&"#6%0
trolling nature to progress rapidly toward the lure of
50,05$'#;'-*$/3#4'-*$/#/-8#&''0#0%$#8%#!)6/#85!+*"#
a destination, though, as an object of worship. “There
is no country in which so absolute homage is paid to
wealth” as America, wrote nineteenthcentury poet
Ralph Waldo Emerson.7 Progress Americanstyle has
“no goal,” believed Massachusetts’ governor Edward
Everett back in 1840, “and there can be no pause; for
art and science are, in themselves progressive and
50,05$'3#3#3#3#C%$/501#6-0#-(('8$#$/'!#;/56/#>%'8#0%$#
plunge the entire order of society into barbarism.”8
This society invents ways to get its economic horse to
circle the track faster and faster, without rest, churn
ing nature into money and using that money to churn
more nature into more money and so on. With the
blessings of increasing wealth, its members believe,
come freedom—freedom from insecurity, from fears
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of hunger, hard labor, and poverty. More and more
bushels of wheat, barrels of oil, bathtubs, iPods, SUVs,
and rising GNPs have become not only the measure of
economic progress, but even human success.
ACCOUNTING

It wasn’t until 1878—a little more than a century
after the American Declaration of Independence—that
the United States government, now selfentitled pro
prietor of one of the world’s most fertile regions, pub
*58/'># 5$8# ,(8$# '()%*"+, -.".*/.*%"+, 01"2$33& in order
to keep track of the nation’s economic progress. Until
then, nature was so abundant on the vast North Amer
ican continent that the new Americans had not found
it necessary to keep accounts of their expenditures and
production, let alone attend to the health of the Earth,
which was vibrant indeed.
In fact, so easy was the American farmer’s lot with
“nature in her prime” in the late eighteenthcentury,
as Pennsylvanian farmer Richard Peters explained in a
letter to British agricultural author Arthur Young, that
there was no need for individuals to make “nice cal
6)*-$5%08I#-&%)$#+(%,$839 The land’s wealth was there
for the taking, and there was more than enough for
'='("%0'9#8%#;/"#&%$/'(#;5$/#,1)('87#?0>''>9#50#JKLD9#
George Washington humbly confessed his own share
of ignorance when he could not answer “how many
sheep an acre of woodland pasture would support.”10
Likewise, Thomas Jefferson admitted that he had not
$/%)1/$#%.#6-*6)*-$501#M;/-$#;'('#$/'#+(%,$8#%.#6-+5$-*#
invested in Virginia agriculture.” And almost a quarter
of a century later America did not yet have “metallic
measures of values” for land and no “stable index of
real value.”11
Washington, more clearly than most, understood
that such lack of landuse accounting may eventually
have risky repercussions. Because land was so much
cheaper than labor (especially because of slavery and
indentured servitude), the nation’s farmers, “if they
can be socalled,” he noted disparagingly, tended “not
to make the most they can from the land . . . the con
sequence of which has been, much ground has been
scratched over and none cultivated or improved as it
ought to have been.” Farmers tended to “cut down”
and keep “a piece of land under constant cultivation,”
he explained, “until it will yield scarcely anything; a
second piece is cleared and treated in the same man
ner; then a third and so on.” Washington doubted that
the “wretched”12 landuse habits of Americans would
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be conquered by anything “short of necessity.”13 The
easiest and most frequently chosen option for ongoing
economic improvement was to substitute quantity of
acres farmed for quality of farming, spreading the de
struction of land and propelling migration westward.14
Already by the last decade of the eighteenthcentury,
the speed of expansion into the regions west of the
Potomac River was “beyond conception,” to Washing
ton’s mind. He could glimpse that a future in which
$/'#*-0>#;%)*>#&'#,**'>#)+#;5$/#+'%+*'#-0>#86(-$6/'>#
over with plows might be quickly approaching.15
?$#;-8#>5.,6)*$#.%(#!-0"9#$/%)1/9#$%#('6%065*'#$/'#
reality of rapid land exhaustion with impressions of
North America as a vast, practically inexhaustible con
tinent. Thanks to that “powerful enchanter, Time,” in
the words of Charles Dickens, a future in which good
land had run out appeared far distant, or at least could
be pushed off into an unforeseeable age by buying up
more space and inventing better methods of land man
agement.16 Jefferson—the visionary principal author
of America’s Declaration, and the nation’s third presi
dent—could see, as did Washington, that American
agriculture was impoverishing land. In severe cases,
he recognized, it would take a long course of years for
('6%='("3# ?0>''>9# 8%!'# %.# /58# %;0# H5(1505-# ,'*>8# &"#
the 1790s had been “completely exhausted by perpet
ual crops of Indian corn and wheat alternately.”17 Yet
Jefferson also believed that the country’s original soil
was so fertile that with better management it would
exhaust only slowly, if ever. Better management would
become more important as population increased until
there was more labor than land, he understood. But in
1793, in his home state of Virginia, it was still cheaper
to buy an acre of new land than to add manure to re
place depleted fertility on an old one.18 And, thinking
in terms of democratic economy, Jefferson implied
that the problem of the stilldistant future would be
overproduction, not land depletion. Even before the
Louisiana Purchase, he wrote that there were “now
*-0>8#'0%)1/#$%#'!+*%"#-0#50,05$'#0)!&'(#%.#+'%+*'#
50#$/'5(#6)*$5=-$5%0#3#3#3#%)(#65$5F'08#;5**#,0>#'!+*%"
ment in this [farming] line, till their numbers, and of
course, their productions become too great for the de
mand, both internal and foreign. This is not the case as
yet, and probably will not be for a considerable time.”19
With far less thoughtfulness than Jefferson, the
Pennsylvanian farmer Peters was at least as sanguine
about America’s landed future. Where people’s fami
lies outgrew their properties or when they were simply
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tired of their own farms, Americans could and did sell
them and move to fresh land. A burgeoning popula
tion would, in fact, make land increasingly valuable
on the market, Peters understood. Because of this he
boasted to Young that if the latter were to sell his Eng
lish farm and invest his capital in American territory,
/'#6%)*>#$)(0#-#PEE#+'(6'0$#+(%,$#%0#5$#50#$'0#"'-(83#
And while Peters, too, could imagine that new land
might eventually run out and old land be worn out, yet
$/'# '0># %.# '-8"9# 8)('9# -0># .-8$# +(%,$2!-B501# ;-89# $%#
his sight, “far distant.” In line with Washington’s ob
servation that only necessity would bring landowners
to better land use, Peters was content to leave to fu
ture generations “the toil, calculation, and expense of
renovating lands exhausted by bad tillage.” When the
need arises, Peters wrote, “the proprietors of old lands
will adopt better systems of agriculture, which are
now fast advancing.”20 Who could really say, though,
which would advance faster: exhausted lands or better
farming methods?
Meanwhile, between the period of the earliest Eu
ropean settlement and the nineteenth century, among
the most obvious changes in the American landscape
were that millions of bison had vanished from the
North American plains, while virtually all of the salm
on were wiped out south of Maine. America had also
lost almost half of its original forests and considerable
amounts of oncefertile soil. In 1847, Vermont intel
lectual George Perkins Marsh pointed out that in his
home state, “for want of foresight,” Americans had
abused the forested hillsides. Stripped of trees, soils
'(%>'>#50$%#;-$'(;-"8#-0>#(-508#:%%>'>#$/'!3#Q)8/#
stream valleys were turning into “broad wastes of . . .
of gravel and pebbles, [becoming] deserts in summer,
and seas in autumn and spring.” And while it had tak
en centuries for ancient Roman civilization to devas
tate its landscape, he later argued, it had taken Ameri
cans mere decades.21 “The changes, which these causes
have wrought in the physical geography of Vermont,”
Marsh continued, “within a single generation, are too
striking to have escaped the attention of any observ
ing person, and every middleaged man, who revisits
his birthplace after a few years of absence, looks upon
another landscape than that which formed the theatre
of his youthful toils and pleasures.”22
R-(8/#;-8#%0'#%.#$/'#,(8$#$%#8+'-B#%)$#%0#$/'#!-$
ter of humanity’s debt to the land and to future gen
erations who would require fertile places to live. In
1864, about forty years after Jefferson’s death, Marsh
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published his major work, Man and Nature. In this
book, Marsh argues that though humans are like all
other forms of life in depending upon “the table of
bounteous nature,” yet they are “a power of a higher
order.” In fact, humans were distinguished from all
other animal life, he wrote, by their tendency to un
balance nature by taking more of her provisions than
they needed and more than they paid back. Man, he
pointed out, “has too long forgotten that the earth was
given to him for usufruct alone, not for consumption,
8$5**#*'88#.%(#+(%:51-$'#;-8$'3I#45$/#!%)0$501#'=5>'06'#
and personal insight, Marsh built his case that it was
prudentially responsible and morally right to repay
“to our great mother [Earth] the debt which the [swift
footed] prodigality and the thriftlessness of former
generations have imposed upon their successors—
$/)8#.)*,**501#$/'#6%!!-0>#%.#('*515%0#-0>#%.#+(-6$56-*#
wisdom, to use this world as not abusing it.”23
G# >'6->'# -0># -# /-*.# *-$'(9# /%;'='(9# $/'# ,(8$# N3O3#
-.".*/.*%"+, 01"2$33& did not include a column for
Marsh’s kind of morality. Its ledger included listings
.%(# ,0-06'9# 6%50-1'9# 6%!!'(6'9# 5!!51(-$5%09# 8/5+
ping, imports and exports, railroads, agricultural
crops, and coal produced. There were no records for
/%;#!-0"#$(''89#,8/9#$%08#%.#!50'(-*89#%(#-6('#.''$#%.#
fresh water remained.
There was no attempt
The easiest and
to account for the native
most frequently
people expelled, soils
eroded and exhausted,
chosen option for
plant and animal spe
ongoing economic
cies missing, or waters
improvement was to
polluted. There was no
tally of what had been
substitute quantity
not merely used, but
of acres farmed for
wasted and consumed,
quality of farming,
compromising nature’s
spreading the de
capacity for selfrenew
al.
struction of land and
Efforts to calcu
propelling migration
late America’s take of
westward.
what was required for
Earth’s ongoing health
and how much of that capacity remained would come
later, and with it, a rising understanding of how dif
,6)*$#8)6/#6-*6)*-$5%08#;'('#$%#!-B'3#A/'#.%(!-*5F'>#
concept of maximum sustained yield reaches back at
least to German forester Georg Ludwig Hartig’s 1795
decree that “not more and not less may be taken an
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nually [from state forests] than is possible on the basis
of good management.”24 But this principle proved a
battle ground for the different measures of shortterm
market demands versus the longterm realities of na
ture’s regenerative capacities.25 On the one hand, it
;-8#!%('#'6%0%!56-**"#+(%,$-&*'#$%#$-B'#-**#"%)#6%)*>#
as fast as you could, turn
it into money capital,
Marsh was one of
and reinvest it to make
$/'#,(8$#$%#8+'-B#%)$#
more—even if it meant
drawing on nature’s
on the matter of hu
capital, its fertility and
manity’s debt to the
diversity. Nature’s long
land and to future
term wellbeing didn’t
generations who
count in these calcula
26
tions of sustainability.
would require fertile
On the other hand, it
places to live.
was morally responsible
to life on the planet and
also to future generations of humans to limit the speed
and quantities of take to nature’s interest, leaving its
capacities resilient and productive for ages to come.
A/58# ;-8# $/'# %='((5>501# 6%06'(0# %.# G!'(56-@8# ,(8$#
Germantrained USDA/USFS Chief Forester, Gifford
Pinchot. In view of a looming timber famine, he urged
the Progressive Era conservation ideal of better man
aging natural resources for the maximum good for the
maximum number of people for the long term.
The sustained yield concept was theoretically ap
pealing to a range of twentiethcentury scientists,
policymakers, managers, and economists. Calculat
ing proper limits for sustained yields of particular so
called natural resources was, however, confounded by
the vast complexities of interrelationships of nature.
By the later 1930s, the wellknown forester, father of
wildlife management, and ecological conservation
ist Aldo Leopold realized that management for maxi
mum yields of singledout resources often ended up at
crosspurposes. For example, a game manager might
kill wolves believing that he was protecting deer for
hunters while inadvertently creating a forest manag
er’s nightmare of burgeoning deer herds overbrows
ing vegetation that would take many years to regrow.
Leopold turned his attention away from resourceby
resource management to a holistic ideal that incorpo
rated nature’s interconnectedness. Ahead of his time,
he came to understand that healthy nature was the
only valuable nature in the long term, developing a
new standard for good land use measured in terms of
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0-$)('@8# /'-*$/3# G# .';# >'6->'8# *-$'(# "'$9# ,8/'(5'8# &5
ologist P. A. Larkin concluded in a 1977 review article
that the whole sustained yield concept was dead and
required an epitaph. He didn’t know what would take
its place, but he was sure that optimizing sustainable
yield of resources had no guaranteed outcome. It could
be “a recipe for achieving heaven or hell,” in Larkin’s
words, depending on where you stood or how fast you
ran in relation to nature’s realities.27
S%0$50)501#50$%#$/'#$;'0$"2,(8$#6'0$)("9#/%;'='(9#
the concept of maximum sustained yield has hardly
gone away, though it has taken on a few new manifes
tations in a world where buying more space is largely
no longer feasible, and intensifying management has
taken on greater urgency. Nobel laureate Norman
Borlaug, for example, father of the “Green Revolution”
in agriculture, in the 1940s began promoting around
the world a cropping system involving monocultures,
irrigation, fertilizer and pesticide applications, new
machine technologies, credit for farmers so they can
pay for these inputs, and economic markets so they
can sell their harvests. His goal was to help balance the
landfoodpopulation equation by maximizing yields
of food. With rising hundreds of millions of people
hungry, in 2000, on the thirtieth anniversary of his
award, Borlaug implored agricultural researchers to
improve “maximum genetic yield potential”—the ca
pacity of cereal crops to produce as much seed as pos
sible—in order to sustain a maximum global human
population that continues to expand. “Imagine the
&'0',$8#.%(#!-0B50>9I#/'#+('88'>3 28
It is increasingly clear that this kind of account
ing—which takes the satisfaction of humanity’s rap
idly rising demands as its measure of progress while
it largely disregards nature’s timeproven, healthgen
erating processes—overlooks a rising indebtedness
and impending due date. As humans hone methods of
rapidly taking from nature more than they repay, it is
easy to reimagine McKibben’s metaphor of the current
worldspanning modern, sleek racehorse economy
now running on a treadmill instead of a track. And as
it does so, it turns a small, toothed gear in faster rota
tions against a larger, slowercycling one. Wealth cir
cles quickly forward, forcing nature’s momentum into
accelerating reverse. Rather than increasing in biodi
versity, the Earth is now losing species one thousand
times faster than the planet’s historic rate:29 Great
Auk, Passenger Pigeon, Las Vegas Leopard Frog,
and Sexton Mountain Mariposa Lily, to name a few.
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Meanwhile,
extinction
plans to cooperate glob
It
is
increasingly
clear
that
[the]
kind
of
debt—the sometimes cen
ally to cut emissions as its
turieslong delayed death
accounting—which takes the satisfaction contributions still rise.34
response of species to
of humanity’s rapidly rising demands as its Meanwhile, those living in
habitat fragmentation and
poverty and inhabitants of
measure
of
progress
while
it
largely
disre
loss—may raise numbers
the poles, small oceanic
gards nature’s timeproven, healthgenerat islands, and southern na
of unique life forms lost to
time beyond what we have
ing processes—overlooks a rising indebted tions—who contribute far
already observed or imag
less to the problem—have
ness and impending due date.
ined. The human econo
&''0# -!%01# $/'# ,(8$# $%#
my has also reversed the
suffer the consequences of
ancient trends of building soil fertility. Recent stud
climate change. These peoples additionally have been
5'8#6%0,(!#$/-$#-1(56)*$)(-*#8%5*#'(%85%0#8)&8$-0$5-**"# left without the option to use the Earth as the expand
outpaces soil production worldwide and is several to
ing economy of the West has done. As their familiar
a thousand times greater than preagricultural rates.
environments have been transformed by the actions of
Upwards of a third of the world’s potentially farmable
others in distant places, they have become creditors in
land has been lost to erosion since the dawn of agricul
what has been termed ecological debt.
30
ture—much of that in the past forty years.
In sum, the capacity of Earth to renew itself and
Biodiversity, fertility, and Earth’s composition of
support life has been swiftly altered and impoverished
atmospheric gases are mutually interdependent. In
by the urgent and rising demands of the predominat
addition to the contribution of carbon dioxide to the
ing human economy. The accumulation of economic
atmosphere made by burning fossil fuels—the stored
wealth for the good of some has globally outpaced na
remains of ancient life—as much as onethird of the
ture’s capacities to renew its own health for the good
total greenhouse gas buildup in Earth’s atmosphere
of all.
since the nineteenth century has come from cutting
THE WITNESSES
down trees and plowing up hundreds of millions of
These developments have not gone unnoticed. The
acres of soils, exposing fresh and longburied organic
Earth, if perhaps relatively longsuffering, bears an in
matter to air and oxidation while at the same time di
discriminate witness to human responsibility for eco
minishing ecosystem’s capacities to renew their own
31
logical debt. Bearing witness, too, are a line of justice
fertility and biodiversity. Presentday concentrations
minded storytellers—part of Western civilization’s
of carbon dioxide are higher than any that have been
32
conscience—offering to help its members remember
observed in the past 800,000 years. This rapid, un
that they know they should be acting better. Stories,
precedented change has contributed to a degree rise
as Czech author Milan Kundera observes, help us to
(Celsius) in average global temperatures since 1850
examine what has been in us for a long time and what
and to the destabilization of the planet’s climate. This
possibilities remain within us as beings in the world,
in turn has led to acidifying oceans, rising sea levels,
and thus, for the world. There are many voices from
shrinking glaciers, intensifying storms, increasingly
.('T)'0$# >(%)1/$8# -0># :%%>89# 6/-01'8# 50# $/'# $5!501# among whom to choose.35 I have selected a handful
who seem to know in their souls not only about the
of seasons, outofsynch predatorprey relationships,
material imprudence of using shortterm wealth as a
further losses in biodiversity, and human suffering—
measure of good life, but also about the immorality of
e.g., from destruction of homes, contracting food and
neglecting the fuller, fairer measure of nature’s endur
water supplies, and increasing disease outbreaks. Cur
ing health.
rent projections are for temperatures to rise another
33
Retribution Has the Fastest Horse
2.5–4.7 degrees by 2100.
In Washington Irving’s 1824 “The Devil and Tom
Moreover, the racehorse economy has had ineq
Walker,” Tom became wealthy by making a deal with
uitable consequences for peoples of the world. While
the Devil and agreeing to make more money by abus
the United States, for example, has produced nearly
ing broke, landravaging speculators. Legend has it
a quarter of the world’s total greenhouse gases, it
that Tom, in a moment of panicky remembrance of his
has ignored its responsibility for doing so, rejecting
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own growing debt, buried his new horse upside down—
%0'#%.#$/'#,0'#-05!-*8#$/-$#+)**'>#/58#.-06"#6-((5-1'#
with unoiled wheels squealing like the souls of the
>'&$%(8#/'#;-8#8T)''F5013#A%!#,1)('>#$/-$#;/'0#$/'#
Devil came to collect on Tom’s own debt, sometime in
the stilldistant future, the world would be turned up
side down and his horse would thus be ready for quick
!%)0$5013#A/58#;-8#-#8)+'(:)%)8#+('6-)$5%03#U%(#%0'#
day—as Tom was in the midst of a usurious transac
tion—three knocks came on his door. There waiting
stood a black man holding a black horse, who whisked
/5!#50$%#$/'#8->>*'9#$/'#M8$''>#8$(5B501#,('#%)$#%.#$/'#
pavement at every bound.” In the Biblical book of Rev
elation, the black horse is the one that bears the scales.
Indeed, members of a society in which one of its self
proclaimed religious leaders can laugh publically at
the realities of global climate change, exclaiming, “I
don’t believe a moment of it. The whole thing is cre
ated to destroy America’s free enterprise system and
our economic stability,” might do well, as Marsh urged
-*!%8$#%0'#/)0>('>#-0>#,.$"#"'-(8#-1%9#$%#('26%085>'(#
its priorities and hubris in light of what its own true
faith has always demanded.36
41,-536+7,819"21,3(,?*>5.@*@>,:"/.,="22*">1/
Charles Dickens was a big fan of Irving’s, and,
like him, mingled insights about debt, nature, and the
'6%0%!"# ;5$/# 85105,6-06'# ('8%0-0$# %0# &%$/# 85>'8# %.#
the Atlantic. In his 1859 novel A Tale of Two Cities,
set in late eighteenthcentury France and England,
Madame Defarge slowly and patiently knits the names
of the wealthy who obtained their luxuries by taking
from others and from the land itself what was neces
sary for life and its regeneration. Nothing less than the
blood of these rich debtors will be required as repay
ment by those left poor, in whom the desires for good
lives still madly burn. Madame Defarge asks her hus
band, who is impatient for the inevitable vengeance to
strike, “How long does it take to make and store the
lightning? Tell me.”37 A long time, we might thought
fully suppose, as did Monsieur, a long time in the mak
ing. But when it does strike, it does so in an instant
and is beyond our ability to predict.
Madame Defarge’s slow knitting, with its mortal
implications, has parallels today in the natural world
in actual, not metaphorical, lightning. “We are in the
!'1-2,('# '(-9I# 8-"8# V'0# U('>'(56B9# -# 8+%B'8!-0# .%(#
the U.S. federal government, referring to the climate
change induced consequence of larger storms over
land now creating more lightninginitiated blazes.38
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And, indeed, unhurried as Earth’s processes may
seem when compared with the human economy, na
$)('@8#6/-01'8#!-"#/-++'0#50#;/-$#8''!8#*5B'#-#:-8/3#
A lightning bolt helps make molecular nitrogen in the
air available to plants, feeding them and contribut
ing to the longterm fertilitybuilding and diversity of
their ecosystem, but it may also sear an oak tree, start
-#&*-F501#,('9#-0>#$)(0#-#.%('8$#-0>#5$8#50/-&5$-0$8#50$%#
ashes overnight.
In another scene in A Tale of Two Cities, a wealthy
marquis in a wildly fast carriage drawn by four strong
horses runs over a poor man’s child—the wheels come
to a “sickening little jolt.” In response, the marquis
tosses a coin out the window to the child’s grieving fa
ther, intending to pay off in this way his debt of life.
The father secrets himself under the carriage, riding
amidst the dust clouds of the churning wheels. The
carriage slowly passes up a long hill through a land
scape as bony and withered as the country people, en
during starvation, and then to the green of the mar
quis’s luxurious stone estate. In the black of night, the
father murders the marquis, turning his soft pillow
red. Thousands more like him would be dead within
a few years. Riders in fast coaches, because of what
they could offer to pay in coin for Earth’s treasures,
were condemned for incurring inappropriate debts,
and then denounced, and beheaded.
41,-536+7,819"21,3(,:"/.;,<32/1+1//,="22*">1/
It is Dickens’s old, familiar, truthful works that
quiet the startled mind of Mr. Julian West in Edward
Bellamy’s 1888 ?33&*@>, 8"%&9"27, as he sits in his
hosts’ library trying to get a hold on himself. The
privileged traveler Mr. West has discovered himself
awakening suddenly out of the class injustices of 1887
Boston and into the same city, now characterized by
perfect equity a mere 113 years later, in the year 2000.
Imagine society of 1887, the narrator suggests, as a
“prodigious coach” on which ride only the relatively
few wealthy. The coach is pulled not by horses, but by
the starving masses, driven by hunger. In the imagined
society of 2000, however, everyone takes turns pull
ing, and everyone takes turns riding. People’s wants
have become, amazingly, not a debit, but a credit,
helping promote an economy that sustains and builds
up the Earth so that it produces more wealth with an
'.,65'06"# $/-$# !-B'8# 5$# +%885&*'# $%# !''$# '='("%0'@8#
desires and to eliminate all fears bred of insecurity.
The machinery of the national, globalizing economy in
this story is like a “gigantic mill,” we learn, “into the
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hopper of which goods are being constantly poured by
the trainload and shipload, to issue at the other end
in packages of pounds and ounces, yards and inches,
pints and gallons.”39
This imagined world may be remarkably
egalitarian in terms of meeting people’s material
demands, but independent nature is ended by hu
man control.40 Whatever has been wild and unpre
dictable—that perpetual play of forces that kept a
diversity of life, in complex equilibrium, hum
ming—has been brought into ultimate submission,
conscribed to run its perpetual paces round and
round the economic track, fueled by belief in human
ingenuity.41 Yet Bellamy’s older contemporary,
the naturalist John Burroughs, recognized that it was
the long ages of the giveandtake of nature’s forces
that kept the world alive. “Nature does not balance
her books in a day or in ten thousand days,” Bur
roughs writes, “but some sort of balance is kept in the
course of ages, else life would not be here. Disrup
$5%0# -0># >'6-"# &(501# -&%)$# $/'5(# %++%85$'83# S%0:56$
ing forces get adjusted and peace reigns. If all forces
found the equilibrium to which they tend, we should
have a dead world—a dead level of lifeless forces. But
the play of forces is so complex, the factors that en
ter into our weather system even, are so many and so
subtle and farreaching, that we experience but little
monotony. There is a perpetual seesaw everywhere,
and this means life and motion.”42 As Leopold would
put it later in the next century, “too much safety seems
to yield only danger in the long run. Perhaps this is
behind Thoreau’s dictum: In wildness is the salvation
of the world.”43
One person’s utopia can be another’s nightmare—
indeed a whole world’s nightmare. We know with in
creasing certainty today that humans are not smart
'0%)1/# $%# !-05+)*-$'# 0-$)('# $%# !-<5!5F'# &'0',$8#
for themselves for the long term. Moreover, control
ling nature’s wildness seems to go handinhand with
subjugating human liberty. In ?33&*@>,8"%&9"27;,for
508$-06'9# W(3# Q''$'9# R(3# 4'8$@8# $;'0$"2,(8$26'0$)("#
guide, unwittingly compares the humans laboring in
this imagined economy to a “disciplined army” under
the one head of money capital as “under one general—
8)6/#-#,1/$501#!-6/50'9#.%(#'<-!+*'9#X'**-!"#;(%$'9#
as the German army in the time of Von Moltke.”44 As
Lewis Mumford recognized in his 1922 The Story of
Utopias, Bellamy’s imagined world already was all
too real.45
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According to literary scholars, since at least the
later part of the twentieth century—parallel with ris
ing detrimental effects of human economy on na
ture’s health—there has been a decline in the quality
and quantity of Western utopian literary works, and
an upsurge in dystopic visions.46 Their authors—and
readers—are not sure if perhaps a consequence of de
stroying so much of our own species’ habitat might not
require our own extinction to pay our debt to nature.
We don’t know how long we might have to try to make
amends, or whether it is even worth making the ef
fort. In these dark stories are signs, though, that the
deeper, intuitive parts of us still have not have entirely
forgotten, after all, the truth of where our breakfasts
come from, or that measuring goodness with money
and not abundant, healthy life is not only imprudent,
but morally untenable.
One of these dark stories seeded with conscience’s
light is told in the ashen landscape of Cormac Mc
Carthy’s The Road. The human economy and Earth’s
6-+-65$5'8# .%(# 8'*.2('0';-*# /-='# &''0# *'='*'># &"# -# ,
ery disaster. They now walk together at the same slow
pace. There are no carriages, no racehorses, no plants,
no animals—nothing growing at all that we can per
ceive. A tattered rem
nant of humanity turns
Perhaps among
cannibal. A smaller
the most important
fragment still struggles
to cling to virtue and
things of all that
to resurrect memories
are being lost in the
of its past—colors, the
bargain between the
names of birds, things
human economy and to eat—that are quickly
fading, as is its future.
Earth’s health is
These answer the urge
the “wisdom of
to live, and to live de
slowness” and its
cently, even in the worst
of times by delving into
“pleasures” ...
earthen cellars for the
remains of stored foods, in an economy of absence.
The heart of the story is told in spare conversation
between a father and son on a journey downhill to
;-(>#$/'#%6'-09#;/'('#-**#*5.'#'='0$)-**"#,0>8#5$8#'0>9#
and its beginning. A few simple and slow pleasures
remain—a sip of water, a surviving can of peaches—
but what has been gained, in the end, is the wisdom
of slowness.47 “No list of things to be done,” thinks the
father to himself as he lay in the dark, resting in the
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hours between days of walking. “The day providential
to itself. The hour. There is no Later. This is later. All
things of grace and beauty such that one holds them to
one’s heart have a common provenance in pain. Their
birth in grief and ashes. So, he whispered to the sleep
ing boy, I have you.”48
On Earth there remains bedrock, water, wind, and
,('3#MA/'#,('9I#-8B8#$/'#*5$$*'#
boy: “Is it real?” His dying papa answers, yes: “It’s
inside you,” he says, “It always was there. I can see it.”
A short time later, goodness in the form of a motherly
;%!-0# ,0>8# $/'# &%"9# 0%;# %(+/-0'>9# -0># 8/'# $-*B8#
to him sometimes about God. The boy tried to talk to
God, “but the best thing was to talk to his father,” the
boy thought, “and he did talk to him and he didn’t for
get. The woman said that was all right. She said that
the breath of God was his breath yet though it pass
from man to man through all of time.”49
McCarthy’s story is a grave reminder. Perhaps
among the most important things of all that are be
ing lost in the bargain between the human economy
and Earth’s health is the “wisdom of slowness” and its
“pleasures,” in the words of Czech novelist Milan Kun
dera.50 In the haste of the modern human economy
we are losing the greater meaning of nature, in Tho
reau’s sense—the sense in which walking on footpaths
through grasslands and forests recalls to us the reality
that the smallest unit of health is that of the commu
nity of nature, of which we are interdependent mem
bers with all of Earth’s life. In subduing wild nature in
a rush, trusting to the mighty steed of our economy,
we are also losing our memory of nature as it was be
fore we changed it. “It might be wise,” wrote Leopold
ironically in the 1940s, to prohibit at once all teaching
of real botany and real history, lest some future citi
F'0#8)..'(#T)-*!8#-&%)$#$/'#:%(58$56#+(56'#%.#/58#1%%>#
life.”51 Without memory—without witnesses—there is
no debt, no story, no imagination, and no fresh pos
sibility.

vital factor in shaping future world conditions. Much
may be regained by putting the economic horse out
to pasture—give it a rest. Much may be regained, on
balance, for life, paradoxically, by slowing down the
global economy as quickly as possible—slowing down
human reproduction rates, slowing down the time it
takes to craft a product and the time between possess
ing it and throwing it away, slowing down the ways
we gather food, slowing down the time it takes to cook
and to eat food, slowing down to a walk on a path
$/(%)1/#$/'#;%%>8#-0>#$/'#,'*>8#%(#.(%!#%)(#/%!'8#
$%# %)(# %.,6'89# +*-6'8# %.# ;%(8/5+9# +-(B89# -0># +)&83#
Walk more. See more. Save more. Buy less. Shrink our
overbearing, consumerdriven economy’s presence on
Earth. For like Lewis Carroll’s Alice, when the magic
cake wears off, we too have discovered that growing
fast also makes us dangerously big—so big that we
tip things over and are forced to leave Wonderland.
In slowing down, society’s members may regain much
by spending freed time in humbly remembering that
wide range of deepseated, very old human values
that—given that lightning doesn’t strike quite yet—
may carry us beyond the worship of shortterm wealth
to embrace the possibility of vibrant, dynamic, long
term health of Earth and our own species. Imagine the
truth. Ask for forgiveness. Hope for mercy. For, if we
can’t pay off our debt, at least we can die trying. We
have it in us.
Julianne Lutz Warren, Ph.D. teaches environmental studies at New
York University in the Liberal studies Program and environmental studies Program. she is author of Aldo Leopold’s Odyssey (Washington,
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This article will be published in a volume of collected essays on debt
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RE-PACING

It may be, concludes McKibben in his 2006 edi
tion of The End of Nature, that the key environmental
fact of our time is “the contrast between the pace at
which the physical world is changing and the pace at
which human society is reacting” to the consequences
of those changes.52 We might also say that the contrast
between the pace at which we have been changing the
world and the pace at which nature is responding is a
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